
Now there’s a fully automatic laminator for business professionals and copy/print shops 
to meet high on-demand lamination. The Revo-T14 auto-feeds, laminates and cuts with 
high speed and convenience with one touch start button. With its simple operation, the 
Revo-T14 laminator saves labor costs, time and increases productivity. 

High capacity auto-feed eliminates 
need to insert one at a time.
Automatic paper feed, laminate and cut 
in one process. The auto-feed tray holds 
up to 300 sheets.*

Film change is easy - with top  
loading system.
Simple access from the top for quick 
and easy film roll change and roller 
cleaning. 

Easy to operate digital panel.
Set start and stop and number of 
sheets easily and quickly on the  
digital LCD operation panel.

*Based on 20lb. text weight paper.

Join the Revo Revolution and see for yourself!

Start Laminating a Whole NEW Way!
Fully automatic with one touch start to meet high productivity demands.

Fully Automatic Laminator



Six Roller  
System 

4-Heated 
2-Steel

Automatic  
Paper Feed 

up to 300  
Sheets

Two 
Cooling Fans 

for Superior 
Encapsulation

Cut or Run 
Continuous 

Lengths

Revo-T14 with cabinet/
stand
Included with Revo-T14. 
Hinged door keeps supplies 
and film conveniently stored.

Increase Productivity and Reduce Labor 
Costs with a Revo-T14

Paper Size Revo-T14 Desktop Pouch
8-1/2 x 11
100 pcs. 14 minutes 83 minutes

11x17
100 pcs. 27 minutes 166 minutes

8-1/2 x 11
1 Hour 420 pcs. 72 pcs.

11x17
1 Hour 216 pcs. 36 pcs.

Equipped with internal cutter.
Set various front and rear margin sizes 
for automatic cutting or turn off 
cutter for continuous banner length
lamination.

Max. Laminating Width 12"

Laminating Film Thickness 1.5, 3, 5 mil

Laminating Film Type gloss, matte, silk, 
digital

Temperature variable - digital 
LCD

Power 110v

External Dimensions 21" x 36" x 17"

Weight 77 lbs.

Warm-up time 5 min.

Laminating Speed 420 sheets/hour

Fully Automatic Laminator

Please contact: Al Boese
Ph: 847 283 0970
Fax: 847 235 2364
email: al.boese@bindrite.com




